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Atkinson Reflects On Radionl Feminism
By Judith Bumard Gilbert

On Thursday February 10 at twelve
noon, Sulzberger Parlor in Barnard Hall
was filled to capacity with students, profes-
sors and other interested members of the
university community, curiously awaiting
TvGrace Atkinson's address, "Reflections
on Radical Feminism in 1963." Atkinson,
who is presently a prefect of philosophy at
Columbia, was a founding member of the
New York chapter of the National Organi-
zation of Women (N.O.W.) and a fore-
mother of radical feminism in the late six-
ties and early seventies. She is also the
author of the movement's manifesto, Ama-
zon Odyssey, a collection of essays and
speeches written and delivered between
the years 1967 and 1972.

The afternoon event was co-sponsored
by Thursday Noon and the Women's Stud-
ies Program. Atkinson, a slender, poised
woman, was introduced to the audience as
"Hiss Atkinson" by Professor Debra Mill-
er, coordinator of Thursday Noon. Atkin-
son spoke for 15 minutes during which she
cited and denned the major problems
within the contemporary feminist move-
ment before opening the Boor to questions.

She explained that the primary cause of the
relative inefficiency of the movement over
time is the conflicts between various cul-
tural and political feminist groups which
compose the Women's Liberation Move-
ment at large. Their attempts to address
individual problems for women instead of
working to abolish the existing social
structure and rebuild a new classless one is
the major obstacle in the movement.

"How can you define liberation if you
don't understand oppression," Atkinson
asked her audience with conviction. "If you
can't agree upon what's primary, you can't
agree upon what to attack."

When asked what constitutes disen-
gagement from the existing confused and
misdirected organizational process, Atkin-
son responded that "it's frightening to
realize that part of the problem is within
yourself, that we enable it to continue. The
only way to make change is force. You can't
just separate yourself from the world. It's
like bowling: you have to knock down a lot
of pins at once, and that kind of thinking is
not yet a part of the women's movement."

She continued to explain that the
reason for the slow process is that much of

Ti-Grace Atkinson
what must be done to force change is "pain-
fill for women because we've been forced
into an artificial role We've been trained to
cry and hug each other, but not to force
change." One example of the social institu-
tions Atkinson seeks to abolish IB marriage
She defines marriage as being, " . . . aeon-

tract of the state. Why do you have to lock
someone in someplace in order to be
friends?" She explains that women who do
get mamed probably do so out of condition-
ing to which they have been subjected to by
society. Getting married is considered to
be a matter of course, especially for a wo-
man and doing so is therefore following the
path of least resistance For women, she
says the institution of mamage has "abso-
lutely no merits. It's a form of compbaty
It's a kind of surrender. It's giving up
Maybe fifty years ago it was understand-
able, but now it's harder to say it's not-free
choice Mamage is not a genetic compul-
sion. Quite simply, if women didn't get
mamed we wouldn't have this institution

; It's like slavery, you don't work within the
f framework to change it You abolish
I it."
: At this point in the discussion, sooo-
l l°£y professor Mirra Komarovsky raised
: the question, "Couldn't it be that this whole

idea is Utopian9" Atkinson parsed for a
moment, and then graceful!> responded,
"Well, it is a dream unless somebody finds
it and realizes it At this point historical!).
women are so discouraged that they've gon
to have hope They won't reorganize with-1

out the hope that they're driving the chisel
into the floor."

Dean Sponsored Junior Weekend to Begin on Feb. 24
By Randy Kaplan

The desire for increased cooperation
and unity between the undergraduate divi-
sions of Columbia University has prompted
the creation of "Junior Weekend", a week-
end of festivities which, for Barnard and
Columbia Colleges, is being fully financed
by their respective deans. The School of
Engineering's contribution will be made by
its student government. According to Jen-
nifer Hall, president of the Barnard Class

of 1984, "There are a lot of problems with
cooperation between the schools, because
they are literally three separate bodies
with different activities, budgets, account
numbers, deans, and structures of their
student government organizations. This
event shows a new element of cooperation
between the deans, the activity officers,
and the student governments."

Dean Schnutter is also enthusiastic ab-
out the upcoming weekend. "It is a nice thing

to do. Last year the dinner was a nice occa
sion and it gave people the chance to get
together," she said She went on to explain
that "last year's junior dinner was partially
subsidized by Barnard, but this year, Bar-
nard is fully funding the event "

The class presidents of all three col
leges agree that more cooperation and class
spint are needed to bring a greater sense of
cohesiveness to the University Jacques
Augustm, president of Columbia's junior

class also noted that "This type of event is
really most effective in the junior year be
cause it gets the junior class together be
fore Senior Week ~ Barnard's junior class
president, Jennifer Hall, adds. "This e\ ent
will, hopefully, instill some class spint into
Barnard students that isn't there now "
Dean Schnutter agreed that, with the ex
ception of Senior Week, Barnard has few
class events, and both hope that the up-
coming Junior Weekend will encourage other
students to plan similar programs

TJ Offers Diners Atmosphere and Ambiance
By Cindy Kaplan

"Imagine a small, intimate room aglow
in candlelight. Now imagine yourself
seated with a small group of select friends
at a table covered with linens, china and
silver being served by a courteous wait-
ress. " An advertisement for Windows on
the World? No, it's the poster for James
Room Cafe, scheduled to open on Thurs-
day, February 17th.

The cafe is "an opportunity for stu-
dents and faculty to intermingle in a nice
sit-down dinner atmosphere without pay-
ing the exorbitant street prices of restaur-
ants," says Joe Coyte, Assistant Director
of Food Services for TJ. HcDermott at
Barnard. Advertised as "a weekly happen-
ing to challenge the adventurous palate,"
the cafe will feature "a different exciting
menu every two weeks." Although it will
be catered by the same service as the BHR
Cafeteria, the food will be different from

that usually served.
The Grand Opening Menu will in-

clude Ratatouille in Puff Pastry, Spinach
Salad, Prime Rib Au Jus, Baked Stuffed
Potato, Whole Green Beans Almondine,
Hot Popovers with Butter, Fresh Straw-
berry Shortcake, coffee, and tea. Other
menus will feature entrees such as Chicken
Kiev and Sliced Sirloin Tips.

Keith Burd, Director of food Services
and coordinator of the project, said that its
purpose is to "provide students with a
change of pace." Burd has wanted to try
this program for two years but an appro-
priate location was never available. "A
small intimate room is essential" says
Burd, who will use partitions to make the
cafe's location, the James Room, smaller.
Coyte says that the project's aim is "to
shoot for something in tune with a private
atmosphere."

Limited to a maximum of eighteen

people, Burd expects a great demand for
the required advance reservations The
program will be operated at cost and if it's
successful it might expand, but only to
twenty-five places, since a second waitress
would have to be added to accommodate
more people and the exclusive atmosphere
would be lost. 1

Asked if they thought the program
would be a success, both Burti and Coyte
were reluctant to make predictions They
assert that a lot of effort has gone into the
program (they have been working on it
since October) and that the results should
be positive. Yet Burd says that at some
time the "novelty might wear off—people
tend to forget that something is available "
In a similar vein, Coyte says that possibly
the Cafe "may not go over at first, but the
Food Service is willing to continue it almost
indefinitely. Sometimes the students know
about a special service but don't take ad-

vantage of it " Similar programs ha* e been
set up by T J 's at other schools and ha\ e
been successful

Burd has distributed six hundred
copies of the Grand Opening Menu ui BHR
mailboxes and has left copies in the cafe-
teria. "We'd like to do something special for
the students,' stresses Coyt*

The pnee for the meal if Si 50 with a
meal card, and S7 50 without one Duiei-s
may bring their ow n wine and the Service
will chill and serve it Bon apeut'

Apologia
Cmd> Kaplan was the author of the

story last week on the status of the Modern
Greek program Unfortunately her name
was left off the story Mea c-ulpa
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A Chorus Line Is Still in Step
By Dorothy Kaiiffrpan

When it first opened on Broadway in
1975, A Ghana Lme appeared—and in-
deed it was—unlike any other musical ever
seen before. With a cast of unknowns, a
lack of conventional romantic interest, and
Minimalist scenery, the show startled both
the public and critics alike with its daring
innovations. The musical was subsequent-
ly hailed as an important step in the ever-
evolvmg art form of American musical the-
ater Few musicals really break new
ground, but hke West Side Story before it,
and Sweeney Todd afterwards, A Chorus
Line did just that.

The people responsible for molding A
Chorus Line from a work shop production
downtown to the cohesive and dynamic

Broadway hit have all earned their places
in Broadway history. The Joseph Papp/
New York Shakespeare Festival produc-
tion of A Chorus Line is essentially the
creation of the gifted Michael Bennett He
conceived the idea for the musical, and then
became its choreographer and director. A
Chorus Line, winner of the 1975 New York
Drama Critics Circle Award for Best Musi-
cal, the 1976 Pulitzer Prize for Drama, and
nine 1976 Tony Awards, has insured Ben-
nett a secure niche in Broadway annals.

Bennett followed A Chorus Line with
the short-lived musical Ballroom (starring
Dorothy London), again as producer, di-
rector, and choreographer. He has recent-
ly triumphed with his smash musical
Dreamgirls, which won 6 Tony Awards in-

cluding one for Bennett for Best Choreo-
graphy.

The composer of-A Cliana Lme, Mar-
vm Hainosch, has achieved additional suc-
cess on Broadway for the musical They're
Playing Our Song, and has provided the
scores for movies such as The Strug, The
Way We Were, and the content Sopfee'*
Choice. - •' . • ' - • -. .

Since its memorable opening night, A
Chorus Line has become a Broadway phe-
nomenon and the archtypical modern musi-
caL The aeries of impressive statistics as-
sociated with A Chorus Lme a the envy of
every Broadway producer, the musical is
currently entering its eighth year of per-
formances at the Shubert Theater and
doesn't show the slightest intention of

slowing down. It has become the third
longest-running musical in Broadway his-
tory with Fiddler on the Roof 02 and
Grease #1. It win surpass Fiddler in late
Hay 1983 and Grease in late September
B83. On October 24, 1982, A Chorus Lme
reached a memorable milestone: it played
its 3000th performance on Broadway.
There is every reason to believe that A
Chants £-»wwill«tffl be playing at the Shu-
bert Theater long after most of the recent
Broadway shows have receded into mem-
ory. The marquee of A Chorus Line has
become such a weB-known theatrical land-
mark, that it would be difficult to imagine
the Great White Way without it.

The elements which have kept A Cho-
rus Lme thriving for so long consist of the
show's utter reahsm and simplicity. In-
deed, what could be considered more sim-
ple and yet more revolutionary than the
plot of A Chorus lane * The action consists
of an audition fora ppot in a chorus line, one
not «iiiumniliur to those found in several
Broadway shows. During the intermission-
less two hours we meet the hopefuls who
give it their all to win that coveted place on
the chorus tine. This group of dancers rep-
resent but a dozen out of hundreds of
would-be actors who flock to New York
every year, each one craving a chance to
dance in a chorus fine, with the possibility
of winning a small speaking role, and per-
haps even becoming the understudy for the
star who might twist an ankle on opening
night and. . . wen, you know the rest. In
watching A Chorus Lme one realizes that
art has imitated fife since the performers in
the musical had to endure the same kmd of

• trial •and sifting out process in real life as
. the characters that they protray on stage.

The success of A Chants Line has ins-
pired many annular shows and programs (a
couple of years ago, The New York Times
ran a piece on all the various spm-ofis of A
Chorus Line, with the movie Fame being
an example) that certain parts inevitably
seem a bit cached by now. The group of
hopefuls, for instance, is a veritable United

Nations mixture of religions, races, and
backgrounds, a phenomenon which has
since become almost mandatory hi the
many forms of the American media. There
is an Oriental woman, a black man, a tor-
tured Hispanic, a married man, a blonde
hussey, a snooty dancer, and a couple of
homosexual men, just to name a few of the
"types. This does not imply that diverse
races and lifestyles are not found among.
Broadway's chorus fines, but it does seem a
bit contrived to have such a spectrum in the
final dozen or so dancers. Obviously, this
spectrum forms a shrewd dramatic conven-
tion, allowing for soliloquies about one's
past, some ethnic humor, and a sHce-of-life
realism. It certainly does not constitute a
major flaw.

In an age of revivals and re-hashed
plots, many of the innovative aspects of A
Chorus Line remain as fresh and startling
as ever. Unlike Woman of'the Year, for
example, this-musical does not depend up-
on a single star's performance for success.
How many people would see Woman of the
year without a Lauren BacaD ora Raquel
Welch? There aren't any star names to be
found in A Chorus Lme and therein ties
part of its strength. The actors' very ano-
nymity makes their situation all the more
believable. One of the most amazing as-
pects of A Chorus Line is that the numer-
ous cast changes over the years have not
weakened the quality of the show.

Unlike Cats, the smash import from
England, this musical does not dazzle or
overwhelm through means of costly scenic
design. Indeed, the very sparse and *al-
istic "scenery" (if one could call it that) of A
Chorus 4.tfl*.eqnaBts eplety of .fall-length
mirrors which-are1 -used to great effect.
They transform the stage into a rehearsal
room and, at one point, lend a striking ef-
fect to the "Musk and the Mirror" solo.

The opening of A Chorus Lme remains
as exdting as ever. The men and women of
the audition endeavor to get the steps of a
dance combination correctly. Some goof
up. One man persistently looks at the floor
even as he leaps. Others are having trouble

keeping time. Strained and sweaty faces
smile with determination through the
grueling elimination process. All are nerv-
ous and their fear manifests itself in doubt
and mild paranoia. "I Hope I Get It" is the
name of the opening number and it perfect-
ly illustrates the desperation, hopefulness,
confidence, and worry which accompany
auditions.

Anyone who sees the show will leave
with a favorite moment. The most famous
song of A Chorus Line is "One" which I
must admit has ahvays sounded too pat and
overtly commercial to me. My preferences
are "At the Ballet," a number in which
three women discuss then- reasons for
turning to ballet as an escape from personal
unhappiness, and "Nothing", a long solilo-
quy describing a young Hispanic woman's
comic difficulties with her former "Me-
thod" acting professor. The beautiful
"What I Did for Love" is another vocal
highlight. There are several other memor-
able numbers: the frankness Of "Hello
Twelve, Hello Thirteen, Hello Love," the
humor of "Sing!" the passion of "The Music
and the Mirror," and the saviness of
"Dance: Ten; Looks: Three."

The acting, while ahvays consistently
good, rarely reaches a high level, with the
exception of the long and moving scene
with the ex-female-impersonator. The con-
tinued attraction of A Chorus Line lies in
its realism and modemness; grand
histrionics or mannered theatricality
would be sorely out of place here. The star
of A Chorus Lme is and has always been
the choreography, and it is in the domain of
dance that the show most folly comes to

. life. Everyone in the company is a skilled
and often electric dancer. Passion and com-
mitment come through in every leap and
jump.

There was a very wide range of age
groups in the audience for the performance
which I attended. Many members were,
clearly out-of-towners for whom A Chorus
Line meant Broadway. Others were re-
visiting the show for the third or fourth

Continued on page U

By Jennifer Kaplan
Kurt Vonnegut's Happy Birthday,

Wanda June,has been revived once again.
It is the first production of the Equity Li-
brary Theatre's 40th Anniversary season
On one level the two's play is a satire of
American life., Penelope Ryan is a sprite
young "widow" who has been left behind
by her husband who disappeared eight
years before on an odyssey through the
African jungle. Joyce Cohen's portrayal of
Mrs. Ryan is a highlight of the show, she is
wonderfully convincing and as impressive
as the role permits. The memory of her
husband, Harold, who is presumed dead,
does not hinder her desire to create a fu-
ture for herself. Her apartment, however,
stands as a shrine to him; decorated in Ear-
ly White Hunter the apartment holds ev-
erything expected from the bearskin nig
and lion-roaring doorbell to an umbrella
stand filled with swords and double-edged
hatchets (unfortunately, the mounted
heads of wild animals look distractingiy
mangy, and are consequently far from
fright-inspiring).

The personality of the apartment
serves its purpose. It discourages and
humbles one of Penelope's suitors, Herb
Shuttle (James Mathers), a vacuum cleaner
salesman. It disgusts another suitor, Dr.
Woodly (Dale Place,) who insists the place
seethes with jungle rot.

It's Harold Ryan's birthday. Mrs.
Ryan chooses to ignore this fact, but her
ten-year old son cannot. In a fit of hysteria
he runs out into the darkness of the park.
Herb Shuttle follows the boy in hot pursuit,
and comes back with a cake that says

Essay:

Putter on "Having It All"
By Julia Lj»ella

"1 honestly beheve that this is one of
the most exciting moments in history for
women, that we really do have loads and
loads of options available. And I also be-
heve very much that it is possible to blend
career and family successfully." So opened
President Ellen Putter's discussion of "The
New American Dream: Career and Fam-
ily" at an informal gathering of 40 Barnard
students last Tuesday evening in the BHR
living room.

Invited by Resident Assistant Amy
Applebaum and her freshman floor of 4
Reid to discuss, in an informal way, "some-
thing other than Barnard," the president
decided to discuss her lifestyle as college
president, wife, and mother, offenn£ sol-
ace and advice on "how to do it all."

It is not easy," warned Putter, "to try
to please everyone and to try to answer to
all of the people to whom you are responsi-
ble " Nevertheless, President Putter re-
mains confident that "doing it all is abso-
lutely sensational" and "singularly reward-

ing both personally and intellectually."
When asked about some of the particular
problems associated with pursuing a ca-
reer and having a family she observed,
"The thing that the mother still does more
of is what I can anticipation. They have
their antennae out to think of the next step.
A lot of parenting requires the antennae,
requires that kind of thoughtfulness and
thinking ahead. It's not that the men are
unwilling, it's that they've not yet gotten to
the stage where that antenna is as instinc-
tively sharp . . . A man, generally speak-
ing, has not had the experience. They're
quick learners. They can figure out when
the diaper needs changing. I'm not belit-
tling it, but there are some things you can
see and some things you have to feel in-
stinctively."

"But a young woman who has never
had a child before has never had the experi-
ence of taking care of a child necessarily
either," interjected one member of the
audience. J

"No, that's absolutely true," agreed

Presideiit Futter, "but there's an instinct
there, whether it's subtle conditioning, I
can't tell you. But you will come to this far
better equipped than you may anticipate.
Take it from me, you know more than you
think."

Fears allayed? Among other issues
raised by the listeners were economic re-
sources. DidPresident Futter believe that
"having it all" would be equally rewarding
or even a viable possibility for those start-
ing out, not yet entered on the "fast-track"
of their careers? And what of the single
woman (who, as was pointed out, headed
more than half of American households)—
was she, too, presented with "loads and
loads of options"?

President Futter agreed that econo-
mic resources play a large role in options
opened to women and pointed toward the
social developments we could hope to seem
our own time, "creative solutions" such as
day-care centers, a more developed notion
of flex time, and the admittance of children
to school at a much earlier age. As for her-
self, she acknowledged that she had it
"much easier than other working women"
in that she could afford and does have fuB-
time help at home.

Eariy in the discussion Futter made it
clear that" . . . there are certain realities,
and that people would be doing you an

enormous disservice if they didn't try to
make some of these realities concrete for
you so that youjmow what it really doe*
mean to blend family and career." But in
the course of the evening the "reaMtia
seemed unclear and largely imd^iifl:-
"Having it alT itself became amb«nauB
terminology. What does it meaiviur a wo-
man in 1963 to have it "afl"t— career,
nuriband, children? Is th» "the. "New
American Dream" for the wonupn of the
cWs? One wonders if acpjunnc^anmy to:
answer many people— empfayow, hna-
banoX and children ante— in exacthy what
our forenothen, bastion of WOMB'S hV
eration, actually had in storcrfor UK

II believe," sand Putter., -
the nption
this country women's

"certain
herself forgets.' Cbnear)i(i£wj]iBeStfafi£
tudes toward -work," she reasons: thai'vo^
mengotoworkfortworcmns,
either to support themselves or their bnv
ilies and fora seiiw of satisfaction. TKey
expect to enjoy it," says Futter. "They go
to work for fun." Men, on the other hand
"don't ask themselves as frequently, 'Am I
enjoying my job?* They fundamentally go
to work because they believe they are sup-
posed to." President Futter asserted that

she can only speak from her own expert
ence as a professional and a wife and
mother—only for those certain realities.
And yet, as an individual woman and a
professional, the president of a women's
college, she cannot help but represent
something larger—"a new American

i in BHR

Futter prefers to caff it a "personal
dream." Call it what you wflL All the same,
the superwoman vision operates on some
very traditional and even false arguments.
Women can do it all and want to do it all
because they are instinctively inclined to-
ward parenting. Women can do it all be-
cause for them it is not a question of survi-
val, but rather a form of amusement. They
go to work because it is "fun."

In dosing her discussion Futter re-
marked, "It would be a great sadness, it
seems to me, if the outcome of a so-called
women's liberation movement was that wo-

1 men were trapped in a new land of bond-
age, as it were." Certainly there is a new

* kmd of bondage, a new "dream" as the
1̂  discussion itself indicated but one should
| hesitate to call it an outcome of the wo-
1 men's liberation. It seems, on the contrary,
01 to have little to do with the liberation of

women, but instead with the pressures of
achievement in an increasingly high-
powered, individualistic society.

"Happy Birthday, Wanda June " [
Who is Wanda June'She us a httie girl, :

played in a wonderfully naive fashion by J
Victoria GabneUe Platt. She had been hit j
by an ice-cream truck and did not make it to j
her birthday party At all times during the !
play, heaven can be seen through the win- ^
dow j

The boy comes back home, and so does 1
Harold Ryan. After eight years in the jun- j
gle he returns with his faithful companion, *
Colonel Looseleaf Harper Ward Aaquith J
does a fantastic job protraymg the wide- j
eyed nerve-struck man whose greatest '
claim to fame is having once dropped a
bomb on Nagasaki. As the most interesting
character, he is intended to represent the
confused moral conscience of society

Happy Birthday, Wanda June is a
post-Vietnam War meditation on life,
death, revenge, heroism, dignity, danger,
self-deception, prejudice and compassion.
The serious issues which faced America in
the 70*8 are regretfully still relevant today

It's quite-difficult to pull off a revival
successfully The play- has-been produced
many times and has been made into a mo-
vie. Unfortunately this production falls
short.

Happy Birthday, Wanda June is a
wonderful work. The production at the
Equity Library Theatre can be commend-
ed for its determination and social con-
sciousness. If you can see the movie see it_
If not, the script remains intact and this
revival conveys the messages and pro-
vokes the thoughts as was originally in
tended.

Gildenleeve Lecture Series
at Barnard College

"RENUNCIATION AS COUNTER
CULTURE: A SOCIAL HISTORIAN'S

COMMENTARY"
by Romila Thapar

Professor of ancient Indian history
at the Center for Historical Studies,

Jaivaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi

TUESDAY, MARCH 8 at 4 P.M.
LEHMAN AUDITORIUM, ALTSCHUL HALL

Reception followt public lecture

Admission Free All invited



Chorus Line
Cimlinuedfrom PageJ
tune. The audience, which interrupted the
final number at least five different times,
was dearly delighted with the proceed-

ings. Two small reservations: I wish that
some of the actors would develop better
diction when they sing, so that A Chorus
Line's frequently clever words could come
through with greater clarity. Also, the am-

COMKTO \

GAY NIGHT
* AT *

THE PUB
SUNDAY. FEBRUARY20

9 PM — 1 AM
JOHN JAY HALL
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STUDENT ID REQUIRED
*

sponsored by
GAY PEOPLE AT COLUMBIA

LESBIANS AT BARNARD

*
COME DANCE!

* * *
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME

ptification system should be toned down
considerably.

Otherwise, every self-respecting New
Yorker, visitor, or theater enthusiast
should attend A Chorus Line at least once.
The Playbill contains the following sen-
tence: "This show is dedicated to anyone
who has ever danced in a chorus or
marched in step. . . anywhere." I would
add that A Chorus Line should be seen by
anyone who has ever loved a musical . .
anywhere.
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The E.C. Stanton Pre-Law Society
presents

David Detjen

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF LAW

WILL DISCUSS
• The Law School

• The Field of International Law

Thursday. Febtiiarv 24th. 4:00
Colleee Parlor

:?if 1 floor of Barnard Hall

ALL WELCOME
Refreshments will

he served

PREPARE FOR:

LSAT-GMAT-GRE
MCAT • DAT • GRE PSYCH

GRE BIO • MAT • PCAT • OCAT
VAT • TOEFL • SSAT • PSAT

SAT • ACHIEVEMENTS • ACT
• Permanent Centers open days, evenings
and weekends • Low hourly cost. Dedicated
full-time staff. • Complete TEST-N-TAPE" /
faci l i t ies for review of class lessons and /
supplementary materials. • Courses taught by
skilled .instructors. • Opportunity to make up
missed lessons • Voluminous home-study *
materials constantly updated by researchers^
expert in their field. • Opportunity to transfer
to and cont'nue study at any ol our over
110 centers.

MSKP • NATIONAL MED BOARDS
VQE • ECFMG • FLEX • NDB • NPB

NURSING BOARDS
Flexible Programs & Hours

CPA • SPEED READING

SPEED READING
FREE

INTRODUCTORY
SESSIONS

CALL FOR

FEBRUARY
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KflPWN
Educational Centre Ltd

TEST PREPARATION SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938

Call Days.
Evenings & Weekends

131 West 56th Street,
N.Y.C. 10019

(Between 6*7 Awes)
212-977-8200

In fact, we'll even pay you more than $550 a month while you attend. That's
in addition to paying for your full tuition and required books and lees.

It's all part of the Armed Forces Health Professions Scholarship Program.
How does it work?

H you're selected for a Physician Scholarship-from the Army, Navy, or
Air Force-you're commissioned as an officer in the Reserve.

While you're in school, you'd serve 45 days a year on active duty, gaining
valuable medical experience. After graduation, you will serve three or more
years, the length depending on the requirements ol the Service selected and
years of scholarship assistance received.

As an Armed Forces physician you'll receive officer's pay and benefits,
and enjoy the advantages of working regular hours. You'll also see a diversity
of patients and have opportunities to use sophisticated medical technology.

But most important, while you're in medical school we'B help pay the bills
For more information, send in the coupon. There's no obligation whatsoever

Yes, I am interested m receiving more information about an Armed Forces Health
Professions Scholarship I understand there is no obligation.
For more information mail this coupon to
Armed Forces Scholarships. PO EJox C1776. HunlmgJon Station. NY 11746
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